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Representation Techniques that Best Followed
for Semantic Web - Web Mining
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Abstract. Web Mining is a Data Mining Technique used widely in mining
billions of information from the World Wide Web (WWW) as faster as possible
with the exact match of data. The huge information available in WWW with
various formats, like: text format files, images, documents and other forms of
data like structured, semi structured and unstructured forms. The amount of this
information is increasing day by day. Data mining is the technique used to
extract the data available in the internet. Web mining technique is used to
determine and mine information from data sources related to web which are
documents in web, contents in web, server logs and hyperlinks. The Semantic
Web is used to provide information in a defined meaning that enhanced the
interoperability between human and machines, which created the space for the
machines to handle most of the decisions and tasks.
This paper gives a brief idea regarding representation techniques that are best

used in semantic web.

Keywords: Web mining � Web mining techniques � Semantic web �
Data mining technique � Representation techniques

1 Introduction

One of the major applications of data mining techniques which is used in discovering
models or patterns for the content, structure and usage within the web pages from the
WWW - World Wide Web is popularly known to be web mining. Web mining as the
word describes, the data or information will be gathered by mining the web. This can
be applied for both structured and unstructured information in the form of browser
activities, page content, website, server logs, link structure and different sources.
Semantic web and web mining are the quick rising technologies in the study areas.
Web content, web usage and web structure mining are three important web mining
types used to satisfy the whole process of data mining in web mining [1]. Web content
mining methods are used for Semantic Annotation creation from web page content; on
the other part it also profits the content that is structured already in RDF, XML or
Ontology. To understand and serve better requirements of Web-based applications and
to discover usage patterns, Web usage mining methods are used effectively [1].
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2 Web Mining

Discovering patterns from the large databases with knowledge discovery has been
processed with the help of a field in Computer Science known as Data Mining.
Moreover the information are extracted and transformed to an understandable format
that can be used further for prediction in the future or for any other purpose. To extract
knowledge data from web such as logs used for websites, hyperlinks used between
documents, documents of web etc, Data Mining technique use one of its applications –
web mining [9]. One of the major differences between web mining and data mining is,
web mining find patterns which are very useful from the web data such as logs,
hyperlinks and documents, whereas data mining works with data from the database and
find out the patterns that are useful. The raw data from data mining will be always in
structured form which can be further used in mere prediction, but in web mining the
raw data that is available will be either semi-structured or unstructured which then
converted to structured format for knowledge extraction. Web mining techniques are
divided in three types: (1) web content mining, (2) web structure mining and (3) web
usage mining.

(1) Web Content Mining
Through this technique, information is extracted from the data available from the web
in the form of web documents. The data available will be in various forms like images,
audio, text, video, table etc. Most research in web content mining has been processed
using knowledge extraction from text data. NLP - Natural Language Processing and IR
- Information Retrieval technologies are also widely utilized in web content mining. In
recent years image processing is also getting influenced for extracting data from
images.

(2) Web Structure Mining
Web structure mining technique is mainly designed to focus on web structured data.
For instance when the data is considered to be a graph, then the web pages are set of
nodes belongs to that graph and edges are hyperlinks that connects different nodes in
the web pages. This always deals with information that is structural from the web.
Document structure and hyperlinks are the two different classifications of web structure
mining. Hyperlinks are used mainly for structural units which connect web page
location to different web page location, either in the same page or in different pages in
the web. Then the content is organized in format known to tree-structured which is
based on XML and HTML tags within the specific page [9] (Fig. 1).
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(3) Web Usage Mining
Mining technique that process with user’s web usage patterns from the web logs in web
sites is said to be web usage mining. To realize the user’s patterns in browsing and for
better service of web-based applications at present and modification in future web
usage mining technique always provides its best. The data that are used for this mining
technique are identity, location, browsing patterns of the user, etc which are obtained
from website usage log. Web server data, application server data and application level
data are the three types of web usage mining. User log information like IP address, time
of access and reference, etc are collected from the web server and logged in web server
data [9]. Various business events are tracked and logged using application server data.
Events defined within the same logged application and sourced by creator are tracked
and logged by application level data.

3 Semantic Web

The transformation of information oriented web to knowledge oriented web is carried
by semantic web a joined progress lead with the standards followed by international
body - W3C. Semantic web is a powerful extension of (WWW) World Wide Web.
Semantic web provide a standard for expressing web page relationships by allowing the
machines to understand and accelerate the exact meaning of information that are
hyperlinked [10]. Tim Berners-Lee who is the inventor of WWW and Director of W3C
has coined the term “Semantic Web” – for the data from web that can be processed by
the machines [10]. Computer basically does not understand the textual data that are
unstructured, hence semantic web help computers to interpret the read data by adding
meta-data to the pages in the web. Moreover this would never add any AI to machines,
nor will construct self-awareness to the system, but will definitely provide machine
tools for finding information, exchanging data and interpreting for a few levels [11].
The ultimate aim of semantic web is converting the web which includes semi-
structured or unstructured documents to a web of data by adding semantic content in
the web pages.

Fig. 1. Techniques used in web mining
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4 Semantic Web Representation Techniques

To communicate and to express semantic of information several models and accessing
strategies are utilized. W3C has suggested standard systems such as XML (Extensible
Mark-up Language), RDF (Resource Description Framework) and OWL (Web
Ontology Language) [3].

1 Extensible Mark-Up Language (XML)
XML (Extensible Mark-up Language) strategies have the power of recouping data from
the web. In engaging customers, to make their own specific marks, it licenses them to
portray the content adequately. Along these lines, the set of information and the
semantic connection streams of that information are able to be addressed [5, 6].

2 Resource Description Framework (RDF)
By utilizing their own domain vocabularies, RDF (Resource Description Frame-

work) has been entitled with the capability of storing data which are retrieved and used
by resources on accessing the WWW [3, 4]. The three categories of content elements
available with RDF are,

(a) Resources (entities are recognized by using URIs)
(b) Literals (atomic series such as numbers, strings, etc)
(c) Properties (binary associations recognized using URIs - Uniform Resource

Identifiers) [2].

An extremely efficient method for representing several type of information which is
defined in web is RDF [3].

3 Web Ontology Language (OWL)
When compared with RDF, OWL is said to be more complicated language with
enhanced ability for interpreting. Nature of the resource and their relationships are
accurately identified by OWL. For representing the information of semantic web, the
OWL utilizes ontology which is a demonstration of proper clear clarification of
common procedure and basic input [4, 6]. OWL accurately identifies the sources’
character and association. Developers of Ontology have expressed the attention on
domains that is class based and properties such as representing rules and atomic distinct
concepts in some further semantic languages too. Sir Berners-Lee has examined the
architecture of Semantic Web in seven layers [7] (Fig. 2),

(1) URI
(2) XML, NS, & XML schema
(3) RDF & RDF schema
(4) The Ontology Vocabulary
(5) Logic
(6) Proof and
(7) Trust
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• URI – Responsible for encoding process of resource and their identification.
• XML, NS, and XML schema layer – Responsible for
(1) Division made towards content information, structural information and

design performance by following linguistic
(2) Providing Standard Language Format.

• RDF and RDF schema – By using Semantic model, this layer defines the
information on WWW and its types.

• Ontology Vocabulary layer – This layer is mainly focused on disclosed
semantics between data in the way of characterizing the shared knowledge and
the relations of semantic inside various types of data.

• Logic layer – The foundation of intelligence services like logical reasoning by
providing inference principles and axioms are taken care by this layer.

• Proof and Trust layers - Mechanisms based on digital signature and encryption
are used for recognizing alteration made with the papers for the purpose of
enhancing the web security.

5 Ontology and Web Ontology Language (Owl) – A Best
Representation Technique for Semantic Web

The backbone of semantic web is Ontology - a representation technique. Ontology has
been defined by different literatures in different ways; some of them have been men-
tioned here,

(1) It is a official demonstration which contains the group of ideas and associations
[8].

(2) It is an explicit specification of conceptualization [12].
(3) It is a term in philosophy and its meaning is “theory of existence” [13].
(4) It is a body of knowledge describing some domain, typically common sense

knowledge domain [13].

The best technique followed in semantic web which is understandable by both
humans and machines is strongly said to be Ontology. Semantic web - meaning

Fig. 2. Architecture of semantic web - seven layers
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assigned to the web, is followed by Ontology. The creation of Ontology is a semi-
automatic procedure. All the data of information that is extracted from a semi-
structured or unstructured data forms a structured format and then inserted into the
knowledge base is known as Ontology creation. To improve the results of user’s query,
the information which is available from knowledge base is utilized in process of web
mining. For authorizing Ontologies or knowledge bases a unit of knowledge repre-
sentation languages or languages of ontology like web ontology language (OWL) is
used. This language is categorized as formal semantics, and RDF/XML oriented
serialization for semantic web [14].

6 Conclusion

After analyzing various categories of web representation techniques in the process of
extracting knowledge source from WWW information for semantic web, it is very well
may be reasoned that the information which are unstructured, present in the web pages
can also be verified and checked to make ontologies for colonizing knowledge base in
the search of web. Data embedded with knowledge base are given in organized way so
that the machine will recognize perfectly. Data that are retrieved from knowledge base
are then utilized with computer system to give better enhanced results for requested
web user queries. In this manner semantics can be appended to the present web through
knowledge extraction method for making ontologies towards the formation of semantic
web.
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